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Motivation

X-ray SASE FEL needs very bright electron beam.

Energy spread: σδ < ρ.
For LCLS, the energy spread σδ < 5× 10−4 at Ipk = 4 kA,
K = 3.7, λu = 3 cm, Eb = 15 GeV.
Transverse emittance: εN ≈ 1 µm at Q = 1 nC.

The emittance is a real challenge.

Beam “conditioning” is a way to ease the requirement on the trans-
verse emittance of the beam. It establishes a correlation between
particles’ energy and their betatron amplitude.
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The idea of conditioning

undulatorundulator
ee−−

β-tron oscillation

resonant particleresonant particle

The resonant particle in un undulator travels with the velocity

〈vz

c
〉 = 1 −

1

2γ2
u

−
1

2γ2
u

K2

2

This particle is synchronized with the FEL mode propagating with
the speed of light.
A particle that executes betatron oscillation A sin(z/βu) is slower
than the resonant particle

〈δvz

c
〉 = −

A2

4β2
u
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The idea of conditioning

If 〈δvz〉 is so large that on the gain length Lg the slippage becomes
larger than the wavelength λr/2π, it would interfere with the
lasing. This imposes a constrain on the beam emittance

ε .
λr

2π

βu

Lg

where Lg is the gain length.
We can, however, compensate for this slippage if particles with
large amplitudes would have larger energies:

−
A2

4β2
u

+
∆γ

γ3
u

(
1 +

K2

2

)
= 0

or (taking into account both x and y betatron oscillations)

∆γ = γu
λu

λr

A2
x + A2

y

4β2
u

(corrected factor of 2)
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Slippage in tracking
Run with LCLS-undulator-like FODO lattice (P. Emma),
ε = 1 µm.

For the conditioned beam σδ = 3× 10−4
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Numerical example

The average radial energy variation within the bunch (A2
x = εxβu,

A2
y = εyβu, εx = εy = ε)

〈∆γcond〉 =
1

2

λu

λr

εN

βu

FEL and conditioner parameters for the LCLS and VISA.

parameter LCLS LCLS VISA
γu 28000 28000 140

λu, (cm) 3 3 1.8

λr, (Å) 1.5 1.5 8500

βu, (m) 72 18 0.6

εN, µm 1.2 1.2 2.1

∆γcond/γu 6× 10−5 2.4× 10−4 2.6× 10−4

∆γcondmc2, keV 850 3400 20
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Conditioning before compression

X-ray FELs use bunch compression to achieve high peak current.
In the LCLS, the bunch is compressed by a factory of 40, from 1
mm to 25 microns (rms).

The required conditioning
energy spread is smaller if
conditioning is performed
before the beam compres-
sion (Emma & Stupakov,
2003).

This is the consequence of longitudinal phase space conservation in
linear compression ∆γσz|before comp. = ∆γσz|und which gives

∆γ = ∆γcond
σund

z

σ
before comp.
z

For the LCLS this means ∆γ = 20 (80) KeV before BC1 (at 250
MeV).
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Beneficial effect of conditioning

Computer simulation for LCLS.

Wolski et al., 2004. Similar calculations were carried out by S.
Reiche.
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How to condition the beam?

Send the beam through an axisymmetric RF cavity. The
accelerating TM01 mode has the radial dependence of Ez near axis
∝ J0(r/a),

Ez ≈ E0

(
1 −

r2

4a2

)
which should introduce energy variation in the beam ∝ r2.

This does not work! For relativistic particles ∆γ ∝ r2/γ2.

One needs to use quadrupole (nonaxysimmetric) modes, like
TM210 modes. Then

Ez ≈ E0

(
x2 − y2

)
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How to condition the beam?

This method was proposed by SWY.

Does not scale well for short-wavelength FELs. For 500 Å FEL
(1 GeV beam), they estimate the length of the conditioner 50 m.
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Conditioning using energy chirp

Vinokurov (1996) proposed to generate an energy chirp in the
beam with an RF cavity, then send it through a system which
delays particles with large amplitude, then remove the chirp with
another RF cavity.

One can use solenoids for
delay (Emma&Stupakov,
2003),

∆z = −
1

2
k2r2

0Lsol

where k = eB
2Eb

. We as-
sume kβ � 1 and kL =

nπ.
The energy chirp is h = dδ/dz = eVkRF/Eb.
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Conditioning using energy chirp

The complete system includes 2 solenoids for conditioning of all
betatron phases.

The conditioned energy spread is

∆γ = hk2εNβLsol .

To condition LCLS at Eb = 100 MeV (∆γmc2 = 20 keV) one
needs solenoids with B = 2.5 T, Lsol = 3 m, β = 100 m, h = 4

m−1.
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Emittance growth due to conditioning

We found that there is a projected emittance growth of the beam
associated with conditioning. It is due to chromatic effect of the
solenoids: particles with different energies are mismatched after
passing through the solenoid, x ′

1 ∝ x0δ.

One can show analytically that the emittance growth is

εx

εx0
= hk2βLsolσz0 =

∆γ

γ

σz0

εx0

εx/εx0 = 33 in our example.
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Emittance growth due to conditioning

This emittance growth can be traced as generated by the same
term in the Hamiltonian that is responsible for conditioning. 1D
Hamiltonian:

H = Hlinear + Hcond .

The conditioning part of the Hamiltonian is

Hcond = −Czx2

which gives

γ̇ = −
∂Hcond

∂z
= Cx2 , ẋ ′ = −

∂Hcond

∂x
= 2Czx

This is similar to Panofsky-Wenzel relation in the wake theory. It
was recongnized in the original publication by SWY.
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Emittance growth due to conditioning

A. Wolski et al. (2004) showed how to avoid the projected
emittance growth and design the delay part such that the
conditioner conserves the beam emittance. The requirement is
∂β/∂δ = ∂α/∂δ = 0 at the exit of the delay line.
Wolski’s Hamitonian (1D)

Hcond = −CzJ

This gives

γ̇ = −
∂Hcond

∂z
= CJ , φ̇ = −

∂Hcond

∂J
= Cz

where φ is the betatron phase.
For a solenoid conditioner this type of Hamiltonian requires k = 2β

(K.-J. Kim), which makes the conditioning effect ∼40 times
smaller.
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Wolski’s requirement can be avoided for the price of a small
emittance growth (Emma&Stupakov, 2004).

LCLS conditioner re-
quires: Eb = 100

MeV, G = 600 T/m,
σδ0 = 2.5 % σz = 1

mm, Nc = 552, L = 50

m. The alignment
tolerances, however,
are extremely tight,
∼ 0.1 µm.
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Laser conditioning

A. Zholents (2005).

Beam laser interaction generates energy modulation in the beam
with a very large energy chirp.

This scheme produces sinusoidal conditioning
∆γcond = ∆γ0 sin(kLz). 19/24



Laser conditioning

Only a fraction of all electrons is properly conditioned, but if the
cooperation length is smaller than λL/2, ”anticonditioned” regions
of the beam do not affect the conditioned ones.

Because the chirp is nonlinear, conditioning before the beam com-
pression might introduce nonlinear modulation in the beam.

Numerical example of the laser conditioning for LCLS parameters:
laser energy 6 mJ, λL = 0.8 µm, laser pulse duration 100 fs, delay
line length is 18 m, beam energy at the conditioner 1.5 GeV.
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More exotic approaches: Thomson scattering

Schoeder, Esarey & Leemans (2004) proposed to use Thomson
scattering for beam conditioning. Wiggler radiation of electrons
inside the laser pulse produce radiation reaction force that
decelerate electrons. Near the axis of the laser beam this force has
dependence ∝ 1 − 2r2/r2

L. If rb � rL, the force would produce
parabolic radial energy profile.
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More exotic approaches: Thomson scattering

For the laser parameter a0 . 1, the conditioned energy spread is

∆γmc2 ∼ σTh ×
EL

h̄ωr2
L

× 2γ2 h̄ω×
r2
b

r2
L

The problem is that finite number of photons
√

Nph scattered by
each electron introduces a random energy spread in the beam in
addition to the conditioning, the effect ∝

√
Nph. This

requirement does not allow to increase γ.

The parameters for LCLS-like FEL (1.5 Å) conditioner:
λL = 1.06 µ, τL = 18.5 ps, laser energy 263 J, conditioning at 1.5
GeV.
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Limitation of emittance of conditioned beam

What is the tolerable emittance for a perfectly conditioned beam?
A preliminary result in 1D model (Huang&Stupakov) is that
instead of ε . λr

2π
βu

Lg
one gets

ε .
λr

2π

βu

Lc

where Lc is the length of the focusing FODO lattice in the
undulator.
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Summary

Beam conditioning is a technique that introduces a correlation
of the energy with the betatron amplitude. It allows to loose
requirements for the transverse beam emittance in SASE FEL
and/or shorten the gain length.

I described 5 various methods how to condition beam (and
skipped 3 more described in the literature). Some of them do
not work when scaled to x-ray FELs, others are technically
challenging, and none of them look cheap or easy.

A lot of work has been done over the past several years, and
we now understand better the problems associated with
conditioning and know how to overcome them. New ideas
were proposed which look promising.
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